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Abstract
This paper provides a review of the available evidence for traditional prosthodontic need determination and management strategies for older, partially dentate individuals, and compares it to the documented functional benefits of a more limited yet targeted approach to alleviating morphological shortfalls for this group of people, at the population level. The reasons for which the traditional total replacement strategy is not universally applicable or viable are discussed, and research is presented which tests many of the assertions made for the mandatory replacement of posterior teeth. Evidence is presented of the growing prosthodontic challenge posed by an increasing number of middle-aged and older partially dentate individuals in society: many of their remaining teeth are in poor condition, yet few such patients are willing to accept the prospect of becoming edentulous. The shortened dental arch concept is discussed and proposed as an appropriate strategy when complex intervention is to be avoided, inadvisable, or not possible. At the population level, current evidence suggests that prosthodontic strategies aimed at the restoration and/or replacement of all lost molars may be inappropriate in older, partially dentate individuals. A more limited yet targeted strategy is both more effective and more efficient, and should not be seen as compromised care.

Introduction
Adult dental health continues to improve in a number of industrially developed countries [1–3]. From a prosthodontic perspective, patterns of tooth loss are changing, with steady reductions in the numbers of edentulous individuals [4, 5], and accompanying increases among older age groups of those who are partially dentate [2, 5]. Since these people would have experienced higher disease levels historically, many of the retained teeth would already have been restored [3]. Against this background of changing dental demographic profiles, there are also changes in population demographics [6], culminating in a larger proportion of ageing, dentate people. But being dentate is an advantage in terms of oral functional benefits only if the inherent risks of a few poorly distributed, perhaps structurally and/or biologically compromised teeth can be minimised [7]. At the same time, fewer of these individuals are willing to accept their partially dentate condition as a natural prelude to edentulism.
The challenges for prosthodontic treatment planning so posed are further compounded by the differences in dental health that exist both within [8, 9] and between countries [10]. Prosthodontic treatment of depleted, broken-down dentitions varies widely, but the replacement of missing teeth has traditionally been its cornerstone. That the patient benefits from such an approach at an individual level cannot be disputed. Yet at the population level, and especially so amongst the growing numbers of middle-aged and older partially dentate patients, such an approach has limited applicability [11]. Molars are the teeth most affected by disease, with 85% of them either missing, decayed, unsound or restored, according to a survey conducted in the United Kingdom [9]. Restoration and/or replacement of such teeth, often of a repetitive nature, must include a consideration of the high initial cost of treatment, its cost-effectiveness, longevity and repairability. For these reasons, as well as medical and physical constraints, it is necessary that a patient’s functional needs be more realistically and precisely defined. In this way, interventions might be more purposefully designed to achieve more effective and efficient long-term outcomes.

In this review, the ways in which the partially dentate patient has been customarily evaluated and managed are described, and evidence is presented relating to the rationale, execution and clinical outcome. Substantive research findings, with special reference to the concept of the shortened dental arch (SDA) [12], are presented which suggest a reassessment of conventional treatment needs and goals. How the evidence might point the way to more appropriate management strategies for the growing number of ageing, partially dentate patients at the population level is considered.

Conventional Prosthodontic Paradigms

The primary aim of oral health care is the maintenance of a healthy, natural, functional dentition for life. The adult dentition is not a morphologically stable entity, being subject to continuous changes arising from physiological as well as pathological processes throughout life. An accumulation of such changes, due to a lack of preventive and restorative intervention, and generally as a function of increasing age, can lead to partial, and in some cases total, loss of teeth. A likely deterioration in oral function follows.

Dentistry has sought to reverse any threats to the integrity of the dentition by applying prosthodontic solutions in the belief that a loss of arch intactness would result in a reduction in oral health. This traditional therapeutic model gave rise to the ‘28-tooth syndrome’, which dictated the need for complete dental arches, i.e. 28 teeth, 14 in each arch [13]. Such a state of completeness ensured, or at the very least contributed to, optimal health by providing occlusal stability through maximal bilateral intercuspatal tooth contacts. In this way, treatment needs were invariably shaped by the imperative for total tooth replacement, failure of which would almost certainly result in occlusal instability (and occlusal discrepancies), risk of temporomandibular disorders (TMD), and reduced chewing ability.

Within the mechanical framework described, an idealised morphological template was used to evaluate the acceptability of an existing occlusion. It was also the blueprint upon which the planned future occlusion was designed. Several other mechanical axioms evolved, including the beliefs that any overload of the system has to be avoided [14], and that teeth with increased mobility pose a risk to a positive overall prognosis [15]. Not surprisingly, for many years much of the prosthodontic research focused on how to optimise the technology for fabricating prostheses. In contrast, little attention was given to the actual therapeutic goals that were being sought through the application of the said technology [16].

The Evidence for Tooth Replacement Strategies

If there were generally little risk attached to prosthetic tooth replacement, the options for treatment would be largely a matter of personal choice, both for the patient and the provider. Since risks are known to exist, the decision-making process must take into account the effectiveness and efficiency of the available treatment options. This is particularly pertinent for older, partially dentate patients, who are more likely to experience complications arising from a history of repeat restorations [17] as well as various barriers to treatment.

Traditionally, clinical decision-making comprised an exchange in which the patient expressed a complaint and the provider gave advice, made a decision, and provided treatment, after considering all the factors and intuitively allowing the process to be influenced by similar past experiences [18]. The process is prone to wide variations, which affects the quality of care [19]. In contrast with the old standard of ‘commonly accepted practice’, the new model for decision-making is based on the concept of evidence-based practice [20]: while still starting with the
patient’s problem, any uncertainty about its solution is overcome by converting the problem into an answerable question. The best current literature relating to the question is identified and critically appraised for its validity and applicability to the given clinical condition, and a decision reached [18]. While clinical judgement must remain an integral part of fully informed decision-making, it cannot afford to ignore the evidence. The ways in which scientific evidence has influenced the definition of functional needs and the derivation of prosthodontic treatment goals are reviewed in the following subsections.

Tooth Loss and Occlusal Instability

In 1937, Hirshfeld [21] listed the series of events that could follow the loss of a single lower first molar, which was seen as concrete support for the concept of arch integrity (fig. 1). As a result of tooth movement, there would be loss of stable, supporting tooth contacts, possible loss of occlusal vertical dimension, and functional problems including occlusal interferences, especially of the non-working type. This has been, and to a large extent remains, the prevailing view.

Research evidence on the subject has been contradictory, with one study reporting that very few unopposed teeth supraerupted over 5 years [22], and another that all unopposed teeth had supraerupted over periods of up to 15 years [23]. Recently, it was reported that molars which were documented as unopposed for periods longer than 10 years did not all supraerupt: one fourth of the sample supraerupted by more than 2 mm beyond the occlusal plane, and the rest by less than 2 mm or not at all; teeth losing antagonists after 26 years of age had a lower risk of supraeruption (fig. 2) [24]. It follows that the sequelae of tooth loss show wide individual variation, due to local and systemic factors, with potentially positive or negative influences and with known or unknown effects [25].

Loss of all or most of the posterior teeth has traditionally been considered a significant risk for occlusal instability, giving rise to extensive and uncontrolled migration of teeth, and leading to posterior bite collapse, overclosure and further breakdown of the dentition [26]. In follow-up studies over 9 years [27, 28], researchers investigated the stability of the SDA, which consists of 20 teeth (fig. 3) [12]. Based on a number of occlusal indicators, including intercuspal occlusal contact, anterior tooth relationships, interdental spacing, occlusal wear and alveolar bone levels, durable occlusal stability was confirmed, with initial minor changes being characterised as self-limiting and adaptive. No contribution to occlusal stability was gained from the use of removable partial dentures (RPD), and there was no continuing periodontal breakdown as long as any pre-existing periodontal condition had been treated.

In summary:

(1) The consequences of posterior tooth loss show wide individual variation and are at least partly predictable, which suggests a management strategy of wait-and-see as opposed to mandatory immediate replacement.

(2) The risks of bite collapse, and the consequent need for interceptive prosthodontic therapy to replace molars in SDA patients, are unsupported.

Fig. 1. Potential instability following loss of a lower first molar: migration in the form of tipping, rotation and supraeruption; opening of proximal contacts leading to food impaction; uneven marginal ridges; occlusal interferences; alveolar bone loss at the site of the lost tooth [after ref. 21].

Fig. 2. A 59-year-old man who lost his lower right first molar more than 10 years previously; there is little sign of migration or supraeruption of teeth.
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Fig. 3. SDA, up to and including the second premolars [after ref. 12].

Tooth Loss, Occlusal Instability and Bruxism

Occlusal disharmony was believed to precipitate bruxism [29], which, in turn, could be relieved by occlusal modification [30]. Since occlusal instability arising from tooth loss was at one time considered a likely cause of occlusal disharmony [26], missing teeth were replaced in order to treat, or indeed prevent, bruxism. However, nocturnal bruxism is an innate activity of central origin [31], which may be classified as a stress-related sleeping disorder [32, 33].

Although research has failed to show any lasting harmful effects caused by bruxism in healthy individuals [34], excessive occlusal wear can occur in some cases, which may require prosthodontic correction [35]. The management of tooth wear, which usually has a multifactorial aetiology [36], can present a difficult challenge.

In summary:
(1) Occlusion is not currently considered to be amongst the essential aetiological factors for bruxism, and thus there is no place for occlusal therapy, including prostheses, in its prevention or treatment.

(2) In cases of advanced occlusal wear, treatment should be limited to solving specific problems, although this may very well indicate extensive reconstruction in some cases [37].

Tooth Loss and TMD

Loss of molar support was believed to be an aetiologi-

cal factor in TMD, which led to the strategy of replacing
molars in order to prevent as well as treat the condition.
However, research findings do not support such a notion
[38–40]. Neither has an increased risk for TMD, or a
tendency for more signs and symptoms to develop with time,
been observed in SDA patients [41]. Aside from this, the
observed correlation between osteoarthrosis of the tem-
poromandibular joints and lack of molar support is con-
founded by the fact that increasing age is common to both
tooth loss and degenerative changes of the temporoman-
dibular joints [42]. Thus, any presumed cause-effect rela-
tionship is minimal when adjusted for age [34].

Besides loss of molar support, occlusal discrepancies
have also been considered to be of aetiological signifi-
cance in TMD [43]. Although the evidence for such an
association is either weak or non-existent [34], there may
be some circumstantial evidence that occlusal discrepa-
ancies play a predisposing role.

In summary:
(1) Currently, it would appear that the capacity of the masticatory system to adapt to tooth loss is great, and does not warrant replace-
ment on preventive grounds alone.

(2) In general terms, given the known potential for prostheses to
provoke sudden changes, it would be prudent to exercise caution
when considering prosthodontic therapy in a patient, who, at the
time of planned intervention, has signs and symptoms of TMD.

(3) While prosthodontic treatment might be indicated in patients
with loss of teeth together with occlusal discrepancies, it cannot be
promoted as a method of preventing or treating TMD, and certainly
not as an alternative for failed conventional treatment of TMD.

Tooth Loss and Chewing Ability

Objectively assessed chewing efficiency, using test
foods for example, decreases almost linearly with the
number of remaining occluding teeth [44–46]. Under
simulated SDA conditions, chewing efficiency was simi-
larly reduced with decreasing number of post-canine teeth
[47]. However, there is no such clear correlation between
a reduced posterior occlusion and patient-perceived mas-
ticatory ability. Most reports confirm that 20 well-distrib-
uted teeth provide adequate chewing function [48–50]. In
a group of older adults, eating satisfaction was reported
with 21 or more remaining natural teeth, 2 or more con-
tacting pairs of posterior teeth, and no RPD [7]. Further-
more, the risks associated with RPDs, especially distal
extension types, in the absence of meticulous oral hygiene
measures are well known [51, 52]. This, together with
their instability due to alveolar ridge resorption [53] and a
feeling of discomfort, which discourages patients from
wearing them [54, 55], weigh against their use for the
replacement of missing posterior teeth, especially in older
patients [7, 56].

In summary:
(1) Objective tests show that chewing efficiency decreases in rela-
tion to the number of remaining occluding teeth.
Further Considerations in the Assessment of Treatment Need

Much of what has been discussed so far has related to so-called objective assessments of patients’ prosthodontic needs, the basis of which is that the reconstitution of missing parts determines clinical success. The importance of this input into the decision-making process should not be devalued, yet there are other aspects that need to be considered. It is increasingly recognised that a successful long-term outcome also depends on fully defining the extent of a patient’s functional impairment, and then identifying an effective and efficient means of addressing the resultant need.

Patient’s perceptions of the consequences of their damaged and/or depleted dentitions, the degree of their resulting functional impairment, and the extent to which the treatment addresses their problems are also important. Such subjective assessments are generally substantially lower than those made by professionals [57].

Adaptation

Many natural dentitions deviate from the criteria used to define a physiologic occlusion, yet appear to be healthy [58]. The inconsistency is explained on the basis of the adaptive capacity of the individual. Any disruption of morphological integrity is accompanied by either a greater, or lesser, but generally unpredictable, degree of adaptation for the maintenance of satisfactory function, or leads to a non-physiologic state. Prosthodontic therapy seeks to counteract the challenges to the patient’s adaptive ability, as well as to avoid itself becoming an additional challenge to adaptive ability. Adaptive responses take time to manifest. Thus, since the perceived need for tooth replacement is greatest immediately following tooth loss and then subsides [59], and secondary morphological changes following tooth loss are frequently self-limiting [28], it is important to adopt a wait-and-see approach in the process of determining treatment need.

In summary:
(1) Adaptation influences the degree of functional impairment.
(2) Morphological deficits alone are therefore of limited value in determining a patient’s treatment need.

Patient-Perceived Needs and Outcomes

Patient demand for replacement of missing posterior teeth is relatively weak [60, 61]. A comprehensive review of patients’ satisfaction with their oral status and perceived need for treatment showed that aesthetics play a far stronger role in determining need than does chewing function, and that 20 or more ‘well-distributed’ teeth provided sufficient chewing ability; in people over 45 years of age, such an arrangement satisfied their needs in relation to both appearance and function [62]. This consensus dovetails well with the SDA concept [28].

The primary reason for which patients request crowns is aesthetic improvement [63, 64], and they request fixed partial dentures (FPD) to replace unsatisfactory or failed prostheses [63]. The level of patients’ satisfaction with treatment correlates with the degree to which their demands or expectations are met [65]. Patient-based assessments of treatment outcomes have been advocated as a means to gain more substantive information on the effect of oral disorders on health-related quality of life [66]. Thus, people expect their forthcoming prosthodontic treatment to enhance their sense of wellbeing, which may arise from a perception that oral functional status can be linked to general health [67].

In summary:
(1) Patient demand for posterior tooth replacement is relatively weak.
(2) Patients’ satisfaction with treatment depends on their expectations being met.

Treatment Efficiency and Longevity

Well-controlled clinical studies have shown that patients provided with properly designed RPDs wear their dentures and are satisfied with the results [53]. In population surveys, however, RPDs appear to be a mixed blessing. Although they serve an important function when replacing missing anterior teeth, their impact on eating ability and overall satisfaction when used to replace posterior teeth is generally not positive [7]. Fixed prostheses are accepted more favourably by patients, but also incur a short- and longer-term biological cost, as well as the risk of technical complications. In general practice settings, success rates of 65–68% after 15–20 years have been reported for FPDs [68, 69], compared to 10-year survival rates of 50% for RPDs [55]. Secondary caries and mechanical failures are the most frequent reasons for further treatment, or for frank failure of FPDs [68–70]. FPDs with cantilever extension units have typically shown higher failure rates than conventional end-abutment designs [71, 72], although the difference is negligible in the longer term [69].

Evidence for Prosthodontic Treatment Planning
It has also been shown that patients with distal extension cantilever FPDs have better overall outcomes over 5 years compared to patients with distal extension RPDs [73]. Significantly fewer replacements and modifications, lower caries prevalence, better perceived function, and greater cost-effectiveness were observed for cantilever FPDs as compared to RPDs, and could be a preferred prostodontic option in selected posterior distal extension cases. At the population level, however, such solutions are inapplicable, while the demand for RPDs will be triggered only when a considerable number of posterior teeth have been lost [74]. In general, if an older patient has enough well-positioned natural teeth to provide adequate eating, anterior aesthetics would be best restored using simple anterior FPDs rather than RPDs, provided that this can meet the patient’s aesthetic needs.

In summary:
(1) Properly designed and maintained RPDs provide good patient satisfaction.
(2) In population surveys, FPDs are more universally acceptable to patients than RPDs.
(3) In older, partially dentate patients who have adequate chewing ability, it is best to treat anterior spaces with simple FPDs.

Collating the Evidence

The blueprint guiding prosthetic planning is gradually transforming itself from one in which professionally perceived morphological shortcomings drive prosthetic treatment, to one in which patient-perceived functional impairment plays a more central role. However, the adoption of evidence-based therapeutic options varies amongst clinicians, which could conceivably give rise to the apparent idiosyncrasies of decision-making. Surveys of dentists’ attitudes towards treatment needs, in the presence of unfolding evidence, have produced interesting results. On the question of the risk of supraeruption of unopposed teeth, a large majority of dentists felt the risk was high, and cited this as a reason for replacing missing teeth; the group was equally divided between immediate replacement and observation [75]. Most of the dentists who were asked about their attitudes towards the SDA concept agreed with it; fewer had managed a small number of patients with the strategy, although some felt that prosthetic extension of the arches was sometimes needed [76, 77].

In many ways, the growing number of older, partially dentate individuals presents a mounting challenge for prosthetic management. On the one hand, fewer of these patients are willing to accept the prospect of edentulism. On the other hand, in the midst of shrinking health care budgets, there are increasing demands from authorities and patients alike for cost-effectiveness and efficiency in the treatments prescribed. Clearly, whenever feasible, the ideal of a complete dentition must remain. Yet such a goal might neither be attainable for general, dental or financial reasons, nor indeed be necessary [11]. When constraints apply, priorities need to be set, and the World Health Organization has adopted as a goal the maintenance of 20 functioning teeth without the need for a prosthesis [78]. While there is much individual variation in the minimum number of teeth required for adequate function, with the 20-tooth threshold is valid at the population level [11]. Thus, strategies aimed broadly at meeting such a functional target would seem to be appropriate.

The SDA Concept

Classically, the SDA occlusion consists of 20 teeth (all upper and lower incisors, canines and premolars) (fig. 3). In practice, strict conformity with this arrangement is unlikely due to the obvious variability in patterns of tooth loss. In the foregoing review, much of the research relating to SDA has already been described, and confirms the achievement of occlusal stability and satisfactory levels of oral function without undue effects [11]. The management strategy adopted is one that prioritises treatment goals when there is a need to simplify a complex treatment plan. This is accomplished by directing resources and treatment efforts towards preservation of the functionally strategic and sustainable region of the dentition, namely the anterior and premolar teeth. Molars, which are at a high risk for dental disease and are generally lost earlier than other teeth [9, 79], receive a lower priority for restoration and therefore retention. Thus the quantity, complexity, and expense of treatment in the molar regions can be reduced, along with the associated higher risks of failure [80]. All available maintenance and restorative care can be targeted towards the anterior and premolar region of the dentition. A prerequisite would be that the latter teeth should have a good prognosis, and any major problems, such as caries, periodontal disease, and severe tilting/drifting as a result of discontinuous arches, should be confined mainly to the molar region.

Essentially, the SDA strategy seeks to provide a functionally adequate dentition for middle-aged or older adults with a history of compromised oral health. High-risk younger individuals, who absorb disproportionately large amounts of health care budgets [81], are also potential candidates for such an approach, although an occlu-
sion up to the first molars, or 8 occlusal units (molars counting as 2 units), is then recommended [25]. In complex treatment plans, the SDA approach offers the alternative of less treatment, which is also less complicated, less time-consuming and less expensive. Whether or not the results are inferior to that of the full-scale reconstructive approach has not been demonstrated. Indeed, as regards accepted prosthodontic reconstructive methods, there is no conclusive evidence on the relative merits of the various methods of occlusal reconstruction, or the superiority of one occlusal scheme over another [82]. Neither is there any evidence on the superiority of technically sophisticated methods over simpler ones. A long-term follow-up of patients treated with cross-arch FPDs showed that various occlusal factors, such as occlusal contact pattern, number and intensity of occlusal contacts, and centric relation-intercuspal position relationship, had no significant influence on subjective function [83]. Similar findings were reported for mandibular implant-supported fixed prostheses opposing maxillary complete dentures [84]. It follows that many of the past rigid formulae for occlusal reconstruction, whose patient benefits were confidently presented as ‘self-evident’, lack scientific evidence, and are in serious need of objective evaluation. Nevertheless, any repositioning of the prosthodontic method as a result of credible new evidence should not imply a compromise of the principles of quality care.

The evidently deliberate limiting of treatment goals with an SDA approach prompts the question whether the mere absence of complaint about functional problems can be a justification for not trying to improve function by appropriate restoration [85]. An individualised patient management approach demands that such questions always be posed, as was the case in figure 4. On the other hand, the SDA strategy aims to rationalise the management dilemmas that arise when constraints prevail, as was the case in figure 5. Such issues are particularly pertinent at the population level, but not exclusively so.

**Conclusion**

Due to changes in patterns of dental disease and tooth loss, an increasing number of older adults have more teeth. However, these teeth have more restorations, which are often large and complex and require time as well as advanced skills to maintain. Traditional prosthodontic strategies for managing such a problem, whilst selectively applicable on an individual basis, may be both inadequate and inappropriate at the population level. The evidence

![Fig. 4. a, b A 55-year-old woman who was unhappy about her appearance and lack of lower posterior teeth; the upper fixed prosthesis had failed with caries, non-vital teeth and loss of periodontal support at several sites. c Prosthodontic treatment comprised an upper full-arch metal-ceramic splint on 5 abutments with telescopic retainers and a lower distal extension RPD.](image)
Fig. 5a, b. A 72-year-old man who had all his molars extracted 7 years previously at his request: he was worried that the amalgam restorations in his molars were ‘poisoning’ him and he was not content to have the restorations replaced with another material; there is no sign of instability of the resulting shortened dental arches, and neither is there any plan to provide prostheses to improve his chewing ability; the upper left lateral incisor was recently extracted for periodontal reasons and the space temporarily restored with composite resin; the marks on his teeth were made for the purpose of occlusal analysis (courtesy of Dr. Anders Johansson, Örebro, Sweden).

indicating that it is necessary to change the way in which clinicians plan and deliver treatment to reflect the new situation is compelling. Considerations of functional vis-à-vis morphological impairment should more strongly influence the nature of the treatment, in order to more definitively and accurately target patients’ needs. Research has shown the relevance of the SDA concept for managing the older adult with a reduced, compromised dentition.
Evidence for Prosthodontic Treatment Planning
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